BC Bookstore Advisory Committee

- Book orders for spring are due October 1, 2021.
- We will no longer be using the BC webform created by BAC, but instead will be using B&N's new and updated platform called AIP.
- BAC will send instructions and weblinks to this new platform to faculty next week.
- BAC welcomes any questions or concerns. Just email me and Jennifer Jett, the new BAC admin chair.
- BAC discovered there were many misplaced book orders for fall semester due to a software malfunction on the B&N side of things. B&N servers sent all the book orders to their own SPAM. So many faculty may find books not arriving on-time, as B&N has been scrambling to fix their problem. B&N should expedite or have expedited these orders. If you have any issues, please contact me and Jeniffer Jett. We will help.
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